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Project Description

This Building is designed with professional office architecture in Beirut. 
Situated on a corner in Solider District of Beirut, the office complex revitalize the sur-
rounding from the memory of the past yet integrated in the urban typology of the city. 
The building codes and laws were commemorated even after the war, the setbacks, the 
alignments as well as the distances with the adjacent building became the parameters for 
an unconditional architecture. They took part in different dimensions in the project but also 
visibly recomposed through volumetric.
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Part 1
Concept

Urban Study

From the contextual outline of the city and 
the surrounding, the building was con-
ceived as one volume of a single height 
aligned to the adjacent old house as if con-
sidered as another volume allowing public 
accessibility and embracing an outdoor 
space with adherence to the sidewalk and 
the church across the street.



Part 2

Concept
Light Exposure Study
Light and Shadow Analysis

Diagrams

To compensate the public space on the ground floor the floor plates were densely in-
creased in the upper part to generate folding cantilever hovering above the public area.
 
The entrance was set on the northern part to create a disconnection with the surrounding 
and consequently to maximize visibility from the street the western part. The chamfer of 
the building created a “recul” for and ultimate connection with the city. 

In parallel, the spatial organizations as well as the quality of the space were analyzed from 
energy efficiency and ergonomics perspective. The study of light and shadows with this 
environmental experience regulated the interior spaces to become the most accommo-
dating for the people working on daily basis.
 
The sun exposure within the day has determined the façade density of stripes, regulating 
the temperature according to to the sun intensity  though the seasons. 



Part 3

Concept Development
Volumetric Aspect
Form and Facade Treatment



Part 3

Concept Development
Volumetric Aspect
Form and Facade Treatment



Part 4

Concept Development
Volumetric Aspect

Openings Choices

The environmental factors embraced the façade materials, transforming the building from 
a static architecture to a thermodynamic building.
 
The cladding materials imposed of this area were replaced by photovoltaic panels in order 
to produce 15% of the building Energy but also making it the first gold Leed certified 
building in Lebanon.

The project acts as flag and an example for a sustainable project of urban determination 
for the whole country. 




